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Correlations of two flow harmonics vn and vm via three- and four-particle cumulants are measured in 
13 TeV pp, 5.02 TeV p+Pb, and 2.76 TeV peripheral Pb+Pb collisions with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. 
The goal is to understand the multi-particle nature of the long-range collective phenomenon in these 
collision systems. The large non-flow background from dijet production present in the standard cumulant 
method is suppressed using a method of subevent cumulants involving two, three and four subevents 
separated in pseudorapidity. The results show a negative correlation between v2 and v3 and a positive 
correlation between v2 and v4 for all collision systems and over the full multiplicity range. However, the 
magnitudes of the correlations are found to depend on the event multiplicity, the choice of transverse 
momentum range and collision system. The relative correlation strength, obtained by normalisation of 
the cumulants with the (vj^) from a two-particle correlation analysis, is similar in the three collision 
systems and depends weakly on the event multiplicity and transverse momentum. These results based 
on the subevent methods provide strong evidence of a similar long-range multi-particle collectivity in 
pp, p+Pb and peripheral Pb+Pb collisions.
© 2019 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
One of the goals in the studies of azimuthal correlations in 
high-energy nuclear collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Col­
lider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is to understand 
the multi-parton dynamics of QCD in the strongly coupled non- 
perturbative regime [1]. Measurements of azimuthal correlations 
in small collision systems, such as pp, p+A or d+A collisions, 
have revealed the ridge phenomenon [2-6]: enhanced produc­
tion of particle pairs at small azimuthal angle separation, A0, 
extended over a wide range of pseudorapidity separation, An. 
The azimuthal structure has been related to harmonic modula­
tion of particle densities, characterised by a Fourier expansion, 
dN/d^ a 1 + 2 EX1 vn cosn(0 — $n), where vn and $n repre­
sent the magnitude and the event-plane angle of the jth-order 
flow harmonic. They are also conveniently represented by the flow 
vector: Vn = vne,n^n. The vn are known to depend on the colli­
sion system, but have weak dependence on collision energies [6,7]. 
The ridge reflects multi-parton dynamics early in the collision and 
has generated significant interest in the high-energy physics com­
munity. A key question is whether the long-range multi-particle 
collectivity reflects initial momentum correlation from gluon sat­
uration effects [8], or a final-state hydrodynamic response to the 
initial transverse collision geometry [9].
Further insight into the ridge phenomenon is obtained via a 
multi-particle correlation technique, known as cumulants, involv­
ing three or more particles [10-12]. The multi-particle cumu­
lants probe the event-by-event fluctuation of a single flow har­
monic vn, as well as the correlated fluctuations between two 
flow harmonics, vn and vm. These event-by-event fluctuations are 
often represented by probability density distributions p(vn) and 
p(vn, vm), respectively. For instance, the four-particle cumulants 
cn{4} = — 2(v^2 constrain the width of p(vn) [10], while
the four-particle symmetric cumulants scn,m {4} = (vjj v^l — (v2) 
quantify the lowest-order correlation between vn and vm [12]. The 
three-particle asymmetric cumulants such as acn{3} = [V % V 2n) = 
(v^v2n cos2n($n — $2n) [5,13] are sensitive to correlations involv­
ing both the flow magnitude vn and flow phase $n.
One of the challenges in the study of azimuthal correlations in 
small collision systems is how to distinguish the long-range ridge 
from “non-flow” correlations involving only a few particles, such as 
resonance decays, jets, or dijets. For two-particle correlations, the 
non-flow contribution is commonly suppressed by requiring a large 
An gap between the two particles in each pair and a peripheral 
subtraction procedure [3-5,7,14,15]. For multi-particle cumulants, 
the non-flow contributions can be suppressed by requiring corre­
lation between particles from different subevents separated in n, 
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while preserving the genuine long-range multi-particle correlations 
associated with the ridge. Here each subevent is a collection of 
particles in a given n range. This so-called “subevent method” 
has been demonstrated to measure reliably cn{4} and scn,m{4} [13,
16] . In contrast, cn{4} and scn,m{4} based on the standard cumu­
lant method are contaminated by non-flow correlations over the 
full multiplicity range in pp collisions and the low multiplicity 
region in p+A collisions [16]. In small collision systems, measure­
ments have been performed for cn{4} with both the standard [15,
17] and subevent methods [18], and for scn,m{4} with the stan­
dard method [19]. The subevent method has not yet been used to 
measure scn,m{4}, and no measurements of acn{3} have ever been 
attempted in small collision systems.
This Letter presents measurements of sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and 
ac2{3} in pp collisions at ^/s = 13 TeV, p+Pb collisions at ±sNN = 
5.02 TeV and low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions at VsNN = 2.76 TeV. 
They are obtained using two-, three- and four-subevent cumu­
lant methods and are compared with results from the standard 
cumulant method. The cumulants are normalised by the ob­
tained from a two-particle correlation analysis [7] to quantify their 
relative correlation strength. The measurements suggest that the 
results obtained with the standard method are strongly contami­
nated by correlations from non-flow sources. The results obtained 
with the three-subevent method or the four-subevent method pro­
vide new evidence of long-range three- or four-particle azimuthal 
correlations.
The Letter is organised as follows. Details of the ATLAS detector, 
the trigger system, datasets, as well as event and track selections 
are provided in Sections 2 to 4. Section 5 describes the standard 
and subevent cumulant methods used in this analysis. The analysis 
procedure and systematic uncertainties are described in Sections 6 
and 7, respectively. The measured cumulants are presented in Sec­
tion 8. A summary is given in Section 9.
2. Detector and trigger
The ATLAS detector [20] provides nearly full solid-angle cover­
age around the collision point with tracking detectors, calorime­
ters, and muon chambers, and is well suited for measurement of 
multi-particle correlations over a large pseudorapidity range.1 The 
measurements were performed using primarily the inner detec­
tor (ID), minimum-bias trigger scintillators (MBTS) and the zero­
degree calorimeters (ZDC). The ID detects charged particles within 
ini < 2.5 using a combination of a silicon pixel detector, a sili­
con microstrip detector (SCT), and a straw-tube transition radiation 
tracker, all immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field [21]. An ad­
ditional pixel layer, the “insertable B-layer” (IBL) [22] is installed 
between the Run-1 (2010-2013) and Run-2 (2015-2018) periods. 
The MBTS detects charged particles within 2.1 < ini < 3.9 using 
two hodoscopes of counters positioned at z = ±3.6 m. The ZDC, 
used only in p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions, are positioned at ±140 m 
from the collision point, and detect neutral particles, primarily 
neutrons and photons, with ini > 8.3.
1 ATLAS typically uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the 
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along 
the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the 
y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, are used in the transverse plane, 
being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. By default, the pseudorapidity is 
defined in terms of the polar angle 0 as n = - lntan(0/2). However, for asymmetric 
p+Pb or Pb+p collisions, the —z direction is always defined as the direction of the 
Pb beam.
The ATLAS trigger system [23,24] consists of a first-level (L1) 
trigger implemented using a combination of dedicated electron­
ics and programmable logic, and a high-level trigger (HLT) imple­
mented in processors. The HLT reconstructs charged-particle tracks
Table 1
The list of datasets used in this analysis.
Pb+Pb p+Pb pp
Integrated luminosity 7 pb-1 (2010) 28 nb-1 (2013) 0.07 pb-1 (2015)
(year) 0.3 nb-1 (2016) 0.84 pb-1 (2016)
using methods similar to those applied in the offline analysis. The 
HLT enables the high-multiplicity track triggers (HMT) to select 
events according to the number of tracks having pT > 0.4 GeV 
matched to the primary vertex, NHhLT. The different HMT triggers 
apply additional requirements on either the total transverse energy 
(Et) in the calorimeters or the number of hits in the MBTS found 
by the L1 trigger, as well as on NHhLT by the HLT trigger. The pp and 
p+Pb data were collected using combinations of the minimum-bias 
and HMT triggers. The minimum-bias trigger required either a hit 
in at least one MBTS counter, or a hit in at least one MBTS counter 
on each side, or at least one reconstructed track at the HLT seeded 
by a random trigger at L1. More detailed information about the 
triggers used for the pp and p+Pb data and their performance can 
be found in Refs. [7,25] and Refs. [5,26], respectively.
3. Datasets and Monte Carlo simulations
This analysis is based on ATLAS datasets corresponding to in­
tegrated luminosities of 0.9 pb-1 of pp data recorded at Vs = 
13 TeV, 28 nb-1 of p+Pb data recorded at VsNN = 5.02 TeV, and 
7 pb-1 of Pb+Pb data at VsNiN = 2.76 TeV. The 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb 
data were collected in 2010. The p+Pb data were mainly collected 
in 2013, but also include 0.3 nb-1 of data collected in 2016, which 
increase the number of events at moderate multiplicity (see Sec­
tion 4). During both p+Pb runs, the LHC was configured to provide 
a 4 TeV proton beam and a 1.57 TeV per-nucleon Pb beam, which 
produced collisions at VsNN = 5.02 TeV, with a rapidity shift of 
0.465 of the nucleon-nucleon centre-of-mass frame towards the 
proton beam direction relative to the ATLAS rest frame. The direc­
tion of the Pb beam is always defined to have negative pseudora­
pidity. The 13 TeV pp data were collected during several special 
runs of the LHC with low pile-up in 2015 and 2016. A summary of 
the datasets used in this analysis is shown in Table 1.
The track reconstruction efficiency was determined using simu­
lated Monte Carlo (MC) event samples (Section 4). The pp events 
were simulated with the Pythia8 MC event generator [27] using 
the A2 set of tuned parameters with MSTW2008LO parton distri­
bution functions [28]. The HIJING event generator [29] was used 
to produce Pb+Pb and p+Pb collisions with the same energy and 
the same boost of the centre-of-mass system as in the data. The 
detector response was simulated using Geant4 [30,31] with de­
tector conditions matching those during the data-taking. The sim­
ulated events and data events are reconstructed with the same 
algorithms. The MC sample for Pb+Pb events in the multiplicity 
region of interest is very small, and so the track reconstruction 
efficiency for Pb+Pb was taken from the larger p+Pb sample recon­
structed with the same reconstruction algorithm. The efficiency in 
p+Pb events was found to be consistent with the efficiency from 
the Pb+Pb MC simulation [17].
4. Event and track selection
The offline event selection for the pp and p+Pb data requires 
at least one reconstructed vertex with its longitudinal position sat­
isfying |zvtx| < 100 mm relative to the nominal interaction point. 
The vertex is required to have at least two associated tracks with 
pT > 0.4 GeV. The mean number of collisions per bunch cross­
ing, p, was 0.002-0.8 for the 13 TeV pp data, 0.03 for the 2013 
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p+Pb data, and 0.001-0.006 for the 2016 p+Pb data. In order to 
suppress additional interactions in the same bunch crossing (re­
ferred to as pile-up) in pp collisions, events containing additional 
vertices with at least four associated tracks are rejected. In p+Pb 
collisions, events with more than one good vertex, defined as any 
vertex for which the scalar sum of the pT of the associated tracks 
is greater than 5 GeV, are rejected. The remaining pile-up events 
are further suppressed by using the signal in the ZDC in the di­
rection of the Pb beam. This signal is calibrated to the number 
of detected neutrons, Nn, by using the location of the peak corre­
sponding to a single neutron. The distribution of Nn in events with 
pile-up is broader than that for the events without pile-up. Hence 
a simple requirement on the ZDC signal distribution is used to fur­
ther suppress events with pile-up, while retaining more than 98% 
of events without pile-up. The impact of residual pile-up, at the 
level of < 10—3, is studied by comparing the results obtained from 
data with different ft values.
The offline event selection for the Pb+Pb data requires |zvtx | < 
100 mm. The selection also requires a time difference |At| < 3 ns 
between signals in the MBTS trigger counters on either side of the 
interaction point to suppress non-collision backgrounds. A coinci­
dence between the ZDC signals at forward and backward pseu­
dorapidity is required to reject a variety of background processes, 
while maintaining high efficiency for inelastic processes. The frac­
tion of events with more than one interaction after applying these 
selection criteria is less than 10—4.
Charged-particle tracks and collision vertices are reconstructed 
using algorithms optimised for improved performance for Run-2. 
In order to compare directly with the pp and p+Pb systems us­
ing event selections based on the multiplicity of the collisions, 
a subset of data from low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions, collected 
during the 2010 LHC heavy-ion run with a minimum-bias trig­
ger, was analysed using the same track reconstruction algorithm as 
that used for p+Pb collisions. For the Pb+Pb and 2013 p+Pb analy­
ses, tracks are required to have a pT-dependent minimum number 
of hits in the SCT. The transverse (d0) and longitudinal (z0 sin 0) 
impact parameters of the track relative to the vertex are required 
to be less than 1.5 mm. Additional requirements |d0 |/CTd0 < 3 and 
|z0sin0 |/aZ0 < 3 are imposed, where Tdn and aZ0 are the un­
certainties of the transverse and longitudinal impact parameter 
values, respectively. A more detailed description of the track se­
lection for the 2010 Pb+Pb data and 2013 p+Pb data can be found 
in Refs. [5,17].
For all the data taken since the start of Run-2, the track selec­
tion criteria make use of the IBL, as described in Refs. [14,25]. For 
the pp and 2016 p+Pb analyses, the tracks are required to satisfy 
|dBL| < 1.5 mm and |z0sin01 < 1.5 mm, where dBL is the trans­
verse impact parameter of the track relative to the beam line (BL).
The cumulants are calculated using tracks passing the above se­
lection requirements, and having |p| < 2.5 and 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV 
or 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV. These two pT ranges are chosen because 
they were often used in the previous ridge measurements at 
the LHC [6,7,14,15,17]. However, to count the number of recon­
structed charged particles for event-class definition (denoted by 
Nchc), tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV and |p| < 2.5 are used for com­
patibility with the requirements in the HLT selections described 
above. Due to different trigger requirements, most of the p+Pb events with Nrcehc > 150 are provided by the 2013 dataset, while 
the 2016 dataset provides most of the events at lower Ncrehc .
The efficiency of the combined track reconstruction and track 
selection requirements is estimated using MC samples recon­
structed with the same algorithms and selection requirements as 
in data. Efficiencies, c(p, pT), are evaluated as a function of track 
n, pT and the number of reconstructed charged-particle tracks, but 
averaged over the full range in azimuth. The efficiencies are simi­
lar for events with the same multiplicity. For all collision systems, 
the efficiency increases by about 4% as track pT increases from 
0.3 GeV to 0.6 GeV. Above 0.6 GeV, the efficiency is independent 
of pT and reaches 86% (72%) for Run-1 pp and p+Pb, and 83% 
(70%) for Pb+Pb and Run-2 p+Pb collisions, at n 0 (|n| > 2). The efficiency is independent of the event multiplicity for Nrcehc > 40. 
For lower-multiplicity events the efficiency is smaller by up to 3% 
due to broader d0 and z0 sin0 distributions [17].
The fraction of falsely reconstructed charged-particle tracks is 
also estimated and found to be negligibly small in all datasets. This 
fraction decreases with increasing track pT, and even at the lowest 
transverse momenta of 0.3 GeV it is below 1% of the total number 
of tracks. Therefore, there is no correction for the presence of such 
tracks in the analysis.
In the simulated events, the reconstruction efficiency reduces 
the measured charged-particle multiplicity relative to the gener­
ated multiplicity for primary charged particles. A correction factor b is used to correct Ncrehc to obtain the efficiency-corrected aver­
age number of charged particles per event, (Nch) = b (N^f)- The 
value of the correction factor is obtained from the MC samples de­scribed above, and is found to be nearly independent of Nrcehc in 
the range used in this analysis, Ncrehc < 400. Its value and the asso­
ciated uncertainties are b = 1.29 ± 0.05 for the Pb+Pb and 2013 
p+Pb collisions and b = 1.18± 0.05 for Run-2 p+Pb and pp colli­
sions [32]. Both scnm{4} and ac2{3} are then studied as a function 
of (Nch).
5. Cumulant method
The multi-particle cumulant method [10] has the advantage of 
directly reducing non-flow correlations from jets and dijets. The 
mathematical framework for the standard cumulant is based on 
the Q-cumulants discussed in Refs. [11,12,33]. It was extended re­
cently to the case of subevent cumulants in Refs. [13,16]. These 
methods are briefly summarised below.
5.1. Cumulants in the standard method
The standard cumulant method calculates k-particle azimuthal 
correlations, ({k}), in one event using a complex number nota­
tion [11,12]:
({2}n) = ^ein(^’—, ({3}n) = ^in(^'+^2-2^3^ ,
({4}n m) = ^ein('^1~^2)+im(03-04)^ (1)
where “()” denotes a single-event average over all pairs, triplets 
or quadruplets, respectively. The averages from Eq. (1) can be ex­
pressed in terms of per-particle normalised flow vectors qn.t with 
l = 1, 2... in each event [11]:
qni = £ wjein^ £ wj ,
j / j
(2)
where the sum runs over all tracks in the event and w j is a weight 
assigned to the jth track. This weight is constructed to correct 
for both detector non-uniformity and tracking inefficiency as ex­
plained in Section 6.
The multi-particle asymmetric and symmetric cumulants are 
obtained from ({k}) as:
acn{3} = (({3}n)) , scn,m{4} = (({4}n,m)) — (({2}n)) (({2}m)) , (3)
where “(())” represents a weighted average of ({k}) over an event 
ensemble with similar N^. One averages first over all distinct
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pairs, triplets or quadruplets in one event to obtain ({2}n), ({2}m), 
({3}n) and ({4}n,m). Then the obtained values are averaged over an 
event ensemble with similar N^h' to obtain scn,m{4} and acn{3}. In 
the absence of non-flow correlations, scn,m{4} and acn{3} measure 
the correlation between vn and vm or between vn and v2n:
acn{3} = V2V2n) = ^nV2n cos2n($n - $2n)) , (4)
scn,m {4} = (v2 vm - , (5)
where the averages are taken over the events. This analysis mea­
sures three types of cumulants defined in Eq. (3): sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} 
and ac2{3}.
5.2. Cumulants in the subevent method
The four-subevent cumulant method is only relevant for the 
symmetric cumulants scn,m {4}. Tracks in each event are divided 
into four subevents a, b, c, and d, each covering one quarter of 
the n range: —nmax < na < —nmax/2, —nmax/2 < nb < 0, 0 < nc < 
n max / 2, and n max / 2 < n d < n max. The multi-particle azimuthal cor­
relations and cumulants are then evaluated as:
({4}n,mU|C,d = (ein(0a— 0 )+im(03— ^,
scnm {4} = (({4}n,m))a,b|c,d — (({2}n))a|c (({2}m))b|d •
(9)
(10)
In the standard cumulant method described above, all k-particle 
multiplets involved in ) and ({k}n,m) are selected using tracks 
in the entire ID acceptance of |nl < nmax = 2.5. To suppress fur­
ther the non-flow correlations that typically involve a few particles 
within a localised region in n, the tracks are divided into several 
subevents, each covering a unique n interval. The multi-particle 
correlations are then constructed by only correlating tracks be­
tween different subevents.
In the two-subevent cumulant method, the tracks are divided 
into two subevents, labelled by a and b, according to — nmax < 
na < 0 and 0 < nb < nmax. The per-event k-particle azimuthal cor­
relations are evaluated as:
The four-subevent method based on Eqs. (9) and (10) should fur­
ther suppress the residual non-flow contributions, for instance 
when each of the two jets from the dijet falls across the boundary 
between two neighbouring subevents. To maximise the statistical 
precision, the n ranges for the four subevents are swapped with 
each other, and the results are averaged to obtain the final values.
5.3. Normalised cumulants
Although the cumulants reflect the nature of the correlation be­
tween vn and vm, their magnitudes also depend on the square of 
single flow harmonics vn2 and vm2 , see Eq. (4). The dependence on 
the single flow harmonics can be scaled out via the normalised 
cumulants [34,35]:
nsc2,3{4} = sc2,3{4}v 2{2}2 v 3{2}2
({2}n)a|b = (ein(0a—, <{3}n)2a!b = (ein(^—2^ nsc2,4{4} =
({4}n,m) 2a|2b 'ein(0? —02)+im(0“—04 ) (6) nac2{3} =
sc2,4{4} _






where the superscript or subscript a (b) indicates tracks chosen 
from the subevent a (b). Here the three- and four-particle cumu­
lants are defined as:
acna|b{3} = «{3}n»2a|b ,
scn,m {4} = (({4}n,m))2a|2b — {{{2}n))a|b (({2}m))a|b •
The two-subevent method suppresses correlations within a single 
jet (intra-jet correlations), since particles from one jet usually fall 
in one subevent.
In the three-subevent cumulant method, tracks in each event 
are divided into three subevents a, b and c, each covering one 
third of the n range, —nmax < ha < —nmax/3, |nb | < nmax/3 and 
nmax/3 < nc < nmax. The multi-particle azimuthal correlations and 
cumulants are then evaluated as:
({3}n)a,b|c = (ein(^a+^b —203)) ,
n,m)a>b|2c = (ewa—0b)+im(03—04, (7)
and
acn-b|c{3}=«{3}n»a,b|c ,
scnm {4} = {({4}n,m))a,b|2c — {({2}n))a|c (({2}m))b|c • (8)
Since a dijet event usually produces particles in at most two 
subevents, the three-subevent method efficiently suppresses the 
non-flow contribution from inter-jet correlations associated with 
dijets. To maximise the statistical precision, the n range for 
subevent a is swapped with that for subevent b or c, and the 
results are averaged to obtain the final values.
(2v2{2}4 + C2{4}) C4{2}





where the vn{2}2 = (v2) are flow harmonics obtained using a two- 
particle correlation method based on a peripheral subtraction tech­
nique [7,14], and c2{4} = v42 — 2 v2 2 are four-particle cumulant 
results from Refs. [17,18]. This definition for nac2{3} is motivated 
by Ref. [36].
6. Analysis procedure
The measurement of the scn,m{4} and ac2{3} follows the same 
analysis procedure as for the four-particle cumulants cn{4} in 
Ref. [18]. The multi-particle cumulants are calculated in three steps 
using charged particles with |n| < 2.5. In the first step, ({2}n), 
({3}n) and ({4}n,m) from Eqs. (1), (6), (7) and (9) are calculated 
for each event from particles in one of two different pT ranges, 
0.3 < pT < 3 GeV and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV. The numbers of recon­
structed charged particles in these pT ranges are denoted by Nchl1 
and Nchl2, respectively.
In the second step, the correlators ({k}) for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV 
(0.5 < pT < 5 GeV) are averaged over events with the same N^1 
(N*2) to obtain (({k})), and then sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and ac2{3}. The 
sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and ac2{3} values are then averaged in broader 
multiplicity ranges of the event ensemble, weighted by number of 
events, to obtain statistically significant results.
In the third step, the sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and ac2{3} values ob­
tained for a given Nchl1 or Nchl2 are mapped to the aver­
age number of reconstructed charged particles with pT > 0.4 GeV.
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The mapping procedure is necessary so that sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and 
ac2{3} obtained for the two different pT ranges can be compared 
using a common x-axis defined by The (Nch') value is then
converted to (Nch), the efficiency-corrected average number of 
charged particles with pT > 0.4 GeV, as discussed in Section 4.
In order to account for detector inefficiencies and non-uni- 
formity, particle weights used in Eq. (2) are defined as:
w (0, n, pt) = d(0, n)Mn, pt) .
The additional weight factor d(0, n) accounts for non-uniformities 
in the azimuthal acceptance of the detector as a function of n. 
All reconstructed charged particles with pT > 0.3 GeV are entered 
into a two-dimensional histogram N (0, n), and the weight factor 
is then obtained as d(0, n) = (N(n)) /N(0, n), where (N(n)) is the 
track density averaged over 0 in the given n bin. This procedure 
removes most of the 0-dependent non-uniformity in the detector 
acceptance [17].
In order to calculate the normalised cumulants from Eqs. 
(11)-(13), the flow harmonics vn{2} are obtained from a “template 
fit” of two-particle A0 correlation as described in Refs. [7,14]. The 
vn{2} values are calculated identically to the procedure used in 
the previous ATLAS publications [7,14], but are further corrected 
for a bias, which exists only if vn{2} changes with N^. The de­
tails of the correction procedure are given in the Appendix A and 
are discussed briefly below.
The standard procedure of Refs. [7,14] first constructs a A0 dis­
tribution for pairs of tracks with |Anl > 2: the per-trigger-particle 
yield Y(A0) for a given N^ range. The dominating non-flow jet 
peak at A0 ~ n is estimated using low-multiplicity events with 
Nch < 20 and separated via a template fit procedure, and the har­
monic modulation of the remaining component is taken as the 
vn{2}1 2 [7]: 
1 + 2^2 vn{2, tmp}2 cosnA0 , 
n=2
where superscripts “peri” and “tmp” indicate quantities for the Ncrehc < 20 event class and quantities after the template fit for the 
event class of interest, respectively. The scale factor F and pedestal 
Gtmp are fixed by the fit, and vn{2, tmp} are calculated from a 
Fourier transform. This procedure implicitly assumes that vn{2} is independent of Nrcehc , and requires a small correction if vn{2} does 
change with Ncrehc (Appendix A). In p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions, this 
correction in the N^ > 100 region amounts to a 2-6% reduction 
for v2{2, tmp} and a 4-9% reduction for v3{2, tmp} and v4{2, tmp}. 
The correction is smaller for v2{2, tmp} in pp collisions as it is nearly independent of Ncrehc [7].
7. Systematic uncertainties
The evaluation of the systematic uncertainties follows closely 
the procedure established for the four-particle cumulants cn{4} and 
described in Ref. [18]. The main sources of systematic uncertainties 
are related to the detector azimuthal non-uniformity, track selec­
tion, track reconstruction efficiency, trigger efficiency and pile-up. 
Due to the relatively poor statistics and larger non-flow effects, the 
systematic uncertainties are typically larger in pp collisions. The 
systematic uncertainties are also generally larger, in percentage, 
for four-particle cumulants scn,m{4} than for the three-particle cu­
mulants ac2{3}, since the |scn,m{4}| values are much smaller than 
those for ac2{3}. The systematic uncertainties are generally similar 
among the two- and three- and four-subevent methods, but are 
different from those for the standard method, which is strongly
Y(A0) = F Y(A0)peri + Gtmp
influenced by non-flow correlations. The following discussion fo­
cuses on the three-subevent method, which is the default method 
used to present the final results.
The effect of detector azimuthal non-uniformity is accounted 
for using the weight factor d(0, n). The impact of the weighting 
procedure is studied by fixing the weight to unity and repeating 
the analysis. The results are mostly consistent with the nominal 
results. The corresponding uncertainties for scn,m{4} vary in the 
range of 0-4%, 0-2% and 1-2% in pp, p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions, 
respectively. The uncertainties for ac2{3} vary in the range of 0-2% 
in pp collisions, and 0-1% in p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions, respec­
tively.
The systematic uncertainty associated with the track selection 
is estimated by tightening the |d0| and |z0sin01 requirements. 
They are each varied from the default requirement of less than 
1.5 mm to less than 1 mm. In p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions, the re­
quirement on the significance of impact parameters, |d0 |/od0 and 
|z0sin0 |/aZ0 are also varied from less than 3 to less than 2. For 
each variation, the tracking efficiency is re-evaluated and the anal­
ysis is repeated. For ac2{3}, which has a large flow signal, the dif­
ferences from the nominal results are observed to be less than 2% 
for all collision systems. For scn,m{4}, for which the signal is small, 
the differences from the nominal results are found to be in the 
range of 2-10% in pp collisions, 2-7% in p+Pb collisions and 2-4% 
in Pb+Pb collisions. The differences are smaller for results obtained 
for 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV than those obtained for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV.
Previous measurements indicate that the azimuthal correlations 
(both the flow and non-flow components) have a strong depen­
dence on pT, but a relatively weak dependence on n [5,7]. There­
fore, pT-dependent systematic effects in the track reconstruction 
efficiency could affect the cumulant values. The uncertainty in the 
track reconstruction efficiency is mainly due to differences in the 
detector conditions and material description between the simula­
tion and the data. The efficiency uncertainty varies between 1% 
and 4%, depending on track n and pT [7,17]. Its impact on multi­
particle cumulants is evaluated by repeating the analysis with the 
tracking efficiency varied up and down by its corresponding uncer­
tainty as a function of track pT. For the standard cumulant method, 
which is more sensitive to jets and dijets, the evaluated uncer­
tainty amounts to 2-6% in pp collisions and less than 2% in p+Pb 
collisions for (Nch) > 100. For the subevent methods, the evaluated 
uncertainty is typically less than 3% for most of the (Nch) ranges.
Most events in pp and p+Pb collisions are collected with the HMT triggers with several online Ncrehc thresholds. In order to es­
timate the possible bias due to trigger inefficiency as a function 
of (Nch), the offline Nch requirements are changed such that the 
HMT trigger efficiency is at least 50% or 80%. The results are ob­
tained independently for each variation. These results are found 
to be consistent with each other for the subevent methods, and 
show some differences for the standard cumulant method in the 
low (Nch) region. The nominal analysis is performed using the 50% 
efficiency selection and the differences between the nominal re­
sults and those from the 80% efficiency selection are included in 
the systematic uncertainty. The changes for pp collisions are in the 
range of 5-15% for sc2,3{4}, 2-8% for sc2,4{4} and 1-5% for ac2{3}. 
The ranges for p+Pb collisions are much smaller due to the much 
sharper turn-on of the trigger efficiency and larger signal: they are 
estimated to be 1-3% for sc23{4}, 2-4% for sc24{4} and 1-2% for 
ac2{3}.
In this analysis, a pile-up rejection criterion is applied to reject 
events containing additional vertices in pp and p+Pb collisions. In 
order to check the impact of residual pile-up, the analysis is re­
peated without the pile-up rejection criterion. No differences are 
observed in p+Pb collisions, as is expected since the values in 
p+Pb are modest. For the 13 TeV pp dataset, the differences with 
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and without pile-up rejection are in the range of 0-7% for sc2,3{4}, 
2-15% for sc2,4{4} and 2-3% for ac2{3}. As a cross-check, the pp 
data are divided into two samples with approximately equal num­
ber of events based on the p value: p > 0.4 and p < 0.4, and 
the results are compared. No systematic differences are observed 
between the two independent datasets.
The systematic uncertainties from different sources are added 
in quadrature to determine the total systematic uncertainty. In 
p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions, the total uncertainties are in the range 
of 3-8% for sc2,3{4}, 1-5% for sc2,4{4} and 1-4% for ac2{3}. In pp 
collisions, the total uncertainties are larger, mainly due to larger 
non-flow contribution, larger pile-up and the less sharp turn-on of 
the HMT triggers. They are in the ranges of 10-20% for sc2,3{4}, 
10-20% for sc2,4{4} and 2-5% for ac2{3}. The total systematic un­
certainties are generally smaller than the statistical uncertainties.
The vn{2} values used to obtain normalised cumulants from 
Eqs. (11)-(13) are measured following the prescription of the pre­
vious ATLAS publications [7,14], resulting in very similar system­
atic uncertainties. The correction for the bias of the template fit 
procedure, as described in Section 6, reduces the sensitivity to the 
choice of the peripheral Nchc bin. The uncertainties of normalised 
cumulants are obtained by propagation of the uncertainties from 
the original cumulants and vn{2}, taking into account that the cor­
related systematic uncertainties partially cancel out.
8. Results
The results are presented in two parts. Section 8.1 presents a 
detailed comparison between the standard method and subevent 
methods to demonstrate the ability of the subevent methods to 
suppress non-flow correlations. Section 8.2 compares the cumu­
lants among pp, p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions to provide insight into 
the common nature of collectivity in these systems.
8.1. Comparison between standard and subevent methods
The top row of Fig. 1 compares the sc2,3{4} values obtained 
from the standard, two-, three- and four-subevent methods from 
pp collisions in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panel) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV 
(right panel). The values from the standard method are positive 
over the full (Nch) range, and are larger at lower (Nch) or in the 
higher pT range. This behaviour suggests that the sc2,3{4} values 
from the standard method in pp collisions, including those from 
Ref. [19], are strongly influenced by non-flow effects in all (Nch) 
and pT ranges [16]. In contrast, the values from the subevent 
methods are negative over the full (Nch) range, and they are 
slightly more negative at lowest (Nch) and also more negative at 
higher pT. The results are consistent among the various subevent 
methods for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV. For the high pT region of 0.5 < 
pT < 5 GeV, results from the two-subevent method are systemati­
cally lower than those from the three- and four-subevent methods, 
suggesting that the two-subevent method may be affected by neg­
ative non-flow contributions. Such negative non-flow correlation 
has been observed in a Pythia8 calculation [16].
The middle row of Fig. 1 shows sc23{4} from p+Pb collisions. 
At (Nch) > 140, the values are negative and consistent among all 
four methods, reflecting genuine long-range collective correlations. 
At (Nch) < 140, the values are different between the standard 
method and the subevent methods. The sc2,3{4} from the stan­
dard method changes sign around (Nch) ~ 80 and remains positive 
at lower (Nch), reflecting the contribution from non-flow correla­
tions. In contrast, the sc2,3{4} from various subevent methods are 
negative and consistent with each other at (Nch) < 140, suggesting 
that they mainly reflect the genuine long-range correlations.
The bottom row of Fig. 1 shows sc2,3{4} from Pb+Pb collisions. 
The results are consistent among all four methods across most 
of the (Nch) range. In the low (Nch) region, where the non-flow 
contribution is expected to be significant, the uncertainties of the 
results are too large to distinguish between different methods.
The results for the symmetric cumulant sc2,4{4} are presented 
in Fig. 2. The top row shows the sc2,4{4} obtained from the stan­
dard, two-subevent, three-subevent and four-subevent methods 
from pp collisions in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panel) and 0.5 < 
pT < 5 GeV (right panel). The values of sc2,4{4} are positive for 
all four methods. However, the results from the standard method 
are much larger than those from the subevent methods and also 
exhibit a much stronger increase towards the lower (Nch) region. 
This behaviour is consistent with the expectation that the standard 
method is more affected by dijets. Significant differences are also 
observed between the two-subevent and three- or four-subevent 
methods at low (Nch), but these differences decrease and disap­
pear for (Nch) > 100. Within the statistical uncertainties of the 
measurement, no differences are observed between the three- and 
four-subevent methods. This comparison suggests that the two- 
subevent method may not be sufficient to reject non-flow correla­
tions from dijets in pp collisions, and methods with three or more 
subevents are required to suppress the non-flow contribution over 
the measured (Nch) range.
The middle row of Fig. 2 shows sc2,4{4} from p+Pb collisions. 
Significant differences are observed between the standard method 
and the subevent methods over the full (Nch) range. However, 
no differences are observed among the various subevent methods. 
These results suggest that the standard method is contaminated 
by large contributions from non-flow correlations at low (Nch), 
and these contributions may not vanish even at large (Nch) val­
ues. All subevent methods suggest an increase of sc2,4{4} toward 
lower (Nch) for (Nch) < 40, which may reflect some residual non­
flow correlations in this region.
The bottom row of Fig. 2 shows sc2,4{4} from Pb+Pb collisions. 
The sc2,4{4} values increase gradually with (Nch) for all four meth­
ods. This increase reflects the known fact that the v2 increases 
with (Nch) in Pb+Pb collisions [37]. The values from the standard 
method are systematically larger than those from the subevent 
methods, and this difference varies slowly with (Nch), similar to 
the behaviour observed in p+Pb collisions in the high (Nch) re­
gion.
The results for the asymmetric cumulant ac2{3} are presented 
in Fig. 3. The top row shows the results obtained from the stan­
dard, two-subevent, and three-subevent methods from pp colli­
sions in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panel) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV 
(right panel). The results are positive for all methods. The results 
from the standard method are much larger than those from the 
subevent methods, consistent with the expectation that the stan­
dard method is more affected by non-flow correlations from dijets. 
Significant differences are also observed between the two-subevent 
and three-subevent methods at low (Nch), but these differences 
decrease and disappear at (Nch) > 100. The ac2{3} values from 
the three-subevent method show a slight increase for (Nch) < 40 
but are nearly constant for (Nch) > 40. This behaviour suggests 
that in the three-subevent method, the non-flow contribution may 
play some role at (Nch) < 40, but is negligible for (Nch) > 40. 
Therefore, the ac2{3} from the three-subevent method supports 
the existence of a three-particle long-range collective flow that is 
nearly independent of (Nch) in pp collisions, consistent with the 
(Nch)-independent behaviour of v2 and v4 observed previously in 
the two-particle correlation analysis [7].
The middle and bottom rows of Fig. 3 show ac2{3} from p+Pb 
and Pb+Pb collisions, respectively. The ac2{3} values from the 
standard method have a significant non-flow contribution up to
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Fig. 1. The symmetric cumulant sc2,3{4} as a function of (Nch) for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panels) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV (right panels) obtained for pp collisions (top row), 
p+Pb collisions (middle row) and low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions (bottom row). In each panel, the sc2,3{4} is obtained from the standard method (filled symbol), the 
two-subevent method (open circles), three-subevent method (open squares) and four-subevent method (open diamonds). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the 
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
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(Nch) ~ 200 in p+Pb collisions and (Nch) ~ 80 in Pb+Pb collisions. 
In the subevent methods, the influence of non-flow contributions 
is very small for (Nch) > 60 in both collision systems, and there­
fore the (Nch) dependence of ac2{3} reflects the (Nch) dependence 
of the v2 and v4. The ac2{3} values from the subevent methods 
increase with (Nch), and the increase is stronger in Pb+Pb colli­
sions. This is consistent with previous observations that v2 and 
v4 increase with (Nch) more strongly in Pb+Pb than in p+Pb colli­
sions [17].
The values of sc2,4{4} and ac2{3}, which are both measures of 
correlations between v2 and v4, show significant differences be­
tween the standard method and the subevent methods, as shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3. The (Nch) dependence of these differences de­
creases gradually with (Nch), and is consistent with an influence of 
non-flow that is expected to scale as 1/ (Nch). However, these dif­
ferences seem to persist for (Nch) > 200 in p+Pb collisions and for 
(Nch) > 150 in Pb+Pb collisions, which is not compatible with the 
predicted behaviour of non-flow correlations. The differences at
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Fig. 2. The symmetric cumulant sc2,4{4} as a function of (Nch) for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panels) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV (right panels) obtained for pp collisions (top 
row), p+Pb collisions (middle row) and low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions (bottom row). In each panel, the sc2,4{4} is obtained from the standard method (filled symbol), 
two-subevent method (open circles), three-subevent method (open squares) and four-subevent method (open diamonds). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the 
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
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large (Nch) may arise from longitudinal flow decorrelations [38,39], 
which have been measured by CMS [40] and ATLAS [41]. Decorre­
lation effects are found to be large for v4 and strongly correlated 
with v2, and therefore they are expected to reduce the sc2,4{4} 
and ac2{3} in the subevent method. Therefore, the observed dif­
ferences between the standard method and subevent method re­
flect the combined contribution from non-flow correlations, which 
dominates in the low (Nch) region, and decorrelation, which is 
more important at large (Nch) (see further discussion in the Ap­
pendix B).
The results presented above suggest that the three-subevent 
method is sufficient to suppress most of the non-flow effects. It 
is therefore used as the default method for the discussion below.
8.2. Comparison between collision systems
Fig. 4 shows a direct comparison of cumulants for the three 
collision systems. The three panels in the top row show the results 
for sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and ac2{3}, respectively, for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV. 
These results support the existence of a negative correlation be­
tween v2 and v3 and a positive correlation between v2 and v4.
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Fig. 3. The asymmetric cumulant ac2{3} as a function of (Nch) for 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panels) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV (right panels) obtained for pp collisions (top row), p+Pb 
collisions (middle row) and low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions (bottom row). In each panel, the ac2{3} is obtained from the standard method (filled symbol), two-subevent 
method (open circles), and three-subevent method (open squares). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
Such correlation patterns have previously been observed in large 
collision systems [42-44], but are now confirmed also in the small 
collision systems, once non-flow effects are adequately suppressed. 
In the multiplicity range covered by the pp collisions, (Nch) < 150, 
the results for symmetric cumulants sc2,3{4} and sc2,4{4} are sim­
ilar among the three systems. In the range (Nch) > 150, |sc2,3{4}| 
and sc2,4{4} are larger in Pb+Pb than in p+Pb collisions. The results 
for ac2{3} are similar among the three systems at (Nch) < 100, 
but they deviate from each other at higher (Nch). The pp data are 
approximately constant or decrease slightly with (Nch), while the 
p+Pb and Pb+Pb data show significant increases as a function of 
(Nch). The bottom row shows the results for the higher pT range 
of 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV, where similar trends are observed.
Fig. 5 shows the results for normalised cumulants, nsc2,3{4}, 
nsc2,4{4} and nac2{3}, compared among the three systems. The 
normalised cumulants generally show a much weaker (Nch> de­
pendence at (Nch) > 100, where the statistical uncertainties are 
small. This behaviour implies that the strong (Nch> dependence of 
the scn,m{4} and ac2{3} values reflects the (Nch) dependence of the 
vn values, and these dependences are removed in the normalised 
cumulants. The normalised cumulants are also similar among dif­
ferent collision systems at large (Nch), although some differences
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Fig. 4. The Nch) dependence of sc2,3{4} (left panels), sc2,4{4) (middle panels) and ac2{3} (right panels) in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (top row) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV (bottom row) 
obtained for pp collisions (solid circles), p+Pb collisions (open circles) and low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions (open squares). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the 
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
at the relative level of 20-30% are observed for smaller (Nch). The 
only exception is nsc2,3{4}, whose values in the pp collisions are 
very different from those in p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions. In contrast, 
the sc2,3{4} values in Fig. 4 are close among different systems. 
This suggests that the (v2) values from the template fit method [7] 
may be significantly underestimated. As pointed out in Ref. [7] and 
emphasised in Appendix A, the template fit method, and other 
methods based on peripheral subtraction in general [5,15], tend 
to underestimate the odd flow harmonics, due to the presence of 
a large away-side peak at A0 ~ n in the two-particle correlation 
function. The comparison of sc2,3{4} and nsc2,3{4} among different 
collision systems provides indirect evidence of this underestima­
tion of (v2).
Fig. 5 shows that the normalised cumulants are consistent be­
tween 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV. On the other hand, 
the magnitudes of the cumulants in Fig. 4 differ by a large factor 
between the two pT ranges: about a factor of three for sc2,3{4} and 
sc2,4{4}, and a factor of two for ac2 {3}. These results suggest that 
the pT dependence of sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and ac2{3} largely reflects 
the pT dependence of the vn at the single-particle level.
9. Discussion
Three- and four-particle cumulants involving correlations be­
tween two harmonics of different order vn and vm are measured 
in ys = 13 TeV pp, ysNN = 5.02 TeV p+Pb, and low-multiplicity 
ysNN = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions with the ATLAS detector at 
the LHC, with total integrated luminosities of 0.9 pb-1, 28 nb-1, 
and 7 pb-1, respectively. The correlation between vn and vm 
is studied using four-particle symmetric cumulants, sc2,3{4} and 
sc2,4{4}, and the three-particle asymmetric cumulant ac2{3}. The 
symmetric cumulants scn,m{4} = v^l — (v^)lym) probe the cor­
relation o f the flow magnitudes, while the asymmetric cumulant 
ac2{3} = v2 v4 cos4(3>2 — $4) is sensitive to correlations involving 
both the flow magnitude vn and flow phase 3>n. They are calcu­
lated using the standard cumulant method, as well as the two-, 
three- and four-subevent methods to suppress non-flow effects. 
The final results are presented as a function of the average number 
of charged particles with p4 > 0.4 GeV, (Nch).
Significant differences are observed between the standard 
method and the subevent methods over the full (Nch) range in 
pp collisions, as well as over the low (Nch) range in p+Pb and 
Pb+Pb collisions. The differences are larger for particles at higher 
pT or at smaller (Nch). When analysed with the standard method 
in pp collisions, this behaviour is compatible with the dominance 
of the non-flow correlations rather than the long-range collective 
flow correlations. Systematic, but much smaller, differences are 
also observed in the low (Nch) region between the two-subevent 
method and three- or four-subevent methods, which indicate that 
the two-subevent method may still be affected by correlations 
arising from jets. On the other hand no differences are observed 
between the three-subevent and four-subevent methods, within 
experimental uncertainties, suggesting that methods with three or 
more subevents are sufficient to reject non-flow correlations from 
jets. Therefore, the three-subevent method is used to present the 
main results in this analysis.
The three-subevent method provides a measurement of nega­
tive sc2,3{4} and positive sc2,4{4} and ac2{3} over nearly the full 
(Nch) range and in all three collision systems. These results in­
dicate a negative correlation between v2 and v3 and a positive
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Fig. 5. The (Nch) dependence of nsc2,3{4} (left panels), nsc2,4{4} (middle panels) and nac2{3} (right panels) in 0.3 < pt < 3 GeV (top row) and 0.5 < pt < 5 GeV (bottom 
row) obtained for pp collisions (solid circles), p+Pb collisions (open circles) and low-multiplicity Pb+Pb collisions (open squares). The error bars and shaded boxes represent 
the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
correlation between v2 and v4. Such correlation patterns have pre­
viously been observed in large collision systems [42-44], but are 
now confirmed in small collision systems, once non-flow effects 
are adequately suppressed. The values of sc2,3{4} and sc2,4{4} are 
consistent in pp and p+Pb collisions over the same (Nch) range, 
but their magnitudes at large (Nch) are much smaller than those 
for Pb+Pb collisions. The values of ac2{3} are similar at very low 
(Nch) among the three systems, but are very different at large 
(Nch). On the other hand, after scaling by the (v;*)  estimated from 
a two-particle analysis [7,14], the resulting normalised cumulants 
nsc2,3{4}, nsc2,4{4} and nac2{3} show a much weaker dependence 
on (Nch), and their values are much closer to each other among 
the three systems. The magnitudes of the normalised cumulants 
are also similar to each other for 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV as well as 
0.3 < pT < 3 GeV. This suggests that the (Nch), pT and system 
dependence of the sc2,3{4}, sc2,4{4} and ac2{3} reflect mostly the 
(Nch), pT and system dependence of (v^), but the relative strengths 
of the correlations are similar for the three collision systems.
The new results obtained with the subevent cumulant tech­
nique provide further evidence that the ridge is indeed a long- 
range collective phenomenon involving many particles distributed 
across a broad rapidity interval. The similarity between differ­
ent collision systems for nsc2,3{4}, nsc2,4{4} and nac2{3}, and the 
weak dependence of these observables on the pT range and (Nch), 
largely free from non-flow effects, provide an important input to­
wards understanding the space-time dynamics and the properties 
of the medium created in small collision systems. These results 
provide inputs to distinguish between models based on initial-state 
momentum correlations and models based on final-state hydrody­
namics.
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Fig. 6. The values of vn{2, tmp}2 obtained following the template fit procedure given in Eq. (14) [7] in pp collisions for n = 2 (left panel), n = 3 (middle panel) and n = 4 
(right panel). In each panel, the values are calculated for three peripheral Nrch intervals: N^ < 20, N^ < 10 and 10 < N^ < 20. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Appendix A. Improvement to the template fit procedure
In order to separate the long-range ridge from other non­
flow sources, especially dijets, the ATLAS Collaboration developed 
a template fitting procedure described in Refs. [7,14]. The first step 
is to construct a A0 distribution of particle pairs with large pseu­
dorapidity separation | An | > 2, the so-called “per-trigger” particle 
yield, Y(A0), for a given N^h range. The |Anl > 2 requirement 
suppresses the intra-jet and other short-range correlations, and 
in small collision systems the resulting Y (A0) distributions are 
known to be dominated by away-side jet correlations [4,5,14]. This 
away-side non-flow component is peaked at A0 ~ n, and leads to 
a significant bias in the flow coefficients vn, especially for the odd 
harmonics.
To subtract the away-side jet correlations, the measured Y (A0) 
distribution in a given Ncrehc interval is assumed to be a sum 
of a scaled “peripheral” distribution Y (A0)perl, obtained for low- 
multiplicity events Ncrehc < 20, and a constant pedestal modulated 
by cos(nA0) for n > 2 [7,14]:
Y (A0) = FY (A0)peri
(X1 + 2^2 vn{2, tmp}2 cosnA0
n=2
The scale factor F and pedestal Gtmp are fixed by the fit, and 
vn{2, tmp} are calculated from a Fourier transform. On the other 
hand, both Y(A0) and Y(A0)pen contain a dijet component and 
flow component:
X




Y (A0) = Y (A0)ceetnt + Gcent
Y (A0)peri = Y (A0)jpeetri + Gperi 1
X
+ 2^2 vn{2, peri}2 cosnA0 . 
n=2
(16)
With the assumption that the shape of the dijet component is in­
dependent of Ncrehc , and the magnitudes of the dijet components 
are related by the scale factor F: Y (A^j111 = FY (A^j", Eq. (14) 
can be written as:
Y (A0) = Y (A0jnt + (Gtmp + FGperi)
X
+ 2 (gtmpvn{2, tmp}2 + FGperivn{2, peri}2)
n=2
x cosnA0.
Comparing with Eqs. (15) and (16), one obtains Gcent = Gtmp + 
FGperi and the following relation:
F g peri / \
Vn{2}2 = Vn{2, tmp}2 - Vn{2, tmp}2 - Vn{2, peri}2 ,
which shows that vn{2, tmp} from the template fit differs from 
the true vn{2} by a correction term that vanishes if and only if 
vn{2} is independent of Ncrehc . Since the true flow harmonics in 
the peripheral interval vn{2, peri} are unknown in principle, the 
correction is applied starting from the third-lowest Nrcehc interval 
(40 < N^ < 60) in this analysis, by using vn{2, tmp} of the sec­
ond N™ interval (20 < Nch < 40) as an estimate of the true 
flow harmonics. Since the non-flow contribution primarily affects 
the odd harmonics, the v3{2, tmp}2 may become negative in the 
first few Ncrehc intervals in pp collisions. In such cases, the correc­
tion starts from the second Ncrehc interval with positive v3{2, tmp}2 
(60 < N^ < 80) by using v3{2, tmp} from the previous N^h inter­
val (40 < Nchc < 60).
One important feature of the template fit analysis is the as­
sumption that the dijet component Y(A0)jet is independent of 
(Nch). In Ref. [7], the uncertainty associated with this assump­
tion is studied by changing the default peripheral interval from 
Ncrehc < 20 to Ncrehc < 10 and 10 < Ncrehc < 20. It was found that the 
vn{2, tmp} values are relatively insensitive to the choice of periph­
eral interval for n = 2 and n = 4, but the sensitivity is much larger 
for n = 3. This finding is reproduced in Fig. 6 for pp collisions, 
which shows that the v3 {2, tmp}2 values obtained via Eq. (14) dif­
fer substantially for the different Ncrehc ranges.
In addition to the template fit with and without the above men­
tioned correction procedure, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations





Fig. 7. The v2 (left column), v3 (middle column) and v4 (right column) obtained from two-particle correlations in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV in pp (top row), p+Pb (middle row) 
and Pb+Pb (bottom row) collisions. In each panel, they are compared between three methods: direct Fourier transformation (solid circles), template fit (open circles) and the 
improved template fit (open squares). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
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also calculated directly the vn{2} values via a Fourier transform of 
the Y(A0) distribution without dijet subtraction [7,19]. The differ­
ences between the direct Fourier transform and template fit reflect 
mainly the away-side jet contribution subtracted by the template 
fit procedure, and therefore give a sense of the magnitude of un­
known systematic uncertainties associated with the template fit 
procedure. If these differences are too large, the vn{2, tmp} val­
ues may be sensitive to the systematic effects associated with the 
assumption that the shape of Y(A0)jet is independent of N^.
Fig. 7 compares the vn{2} in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV obtained from 
Y(A0) using three methods: a direct Fourier transform (solid cir­
cles), a template fit (open circles) and a template fit corrected 
for the bias (open squares), as described above. The systematic 
uncertainties for the template fit results are nearly the same as 
those from Ref. [7]. Fig. 7 shows that the changes introduced by 
the correction procedure described above are small in all cases 
and for all harmonics. The values of the even-order harmonics, v2 
and v4, are also quite similar to those obtained from the direct 
Fourier transformation, reflecting the fact that the dijet correla­
tions have very little influence on the even-order harmonics. On 
the other hand, significant differences are observed between the 
direct Fourier transform and template fit for v3, especially in the 
pp collisions, due to the influence of Y (A0)jet, a trend observed 
and discussed previously in Refs. [7,15]. The template fit procedure 
is able to subtract the dijet correlations and change the sign of v3, 
but also introduces a large uncertainty associated with the proce­
dure. As discussed in Section 8.2, the behaviour of the symmetric 
cumulants sc2,3 {4} in Fig. 4 and normalised cumulants nsc2,3{4} in 
Fig. 5 in pp collisions, suggest that the v3 values from the template 
fit procedure are significantly underestimated due to the presence




Fig. 8. The ac2{3} in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panel) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV (right panel) in Pb+Pb collisions. In each panel, they are compared between the standard method 
(solid circles), two-subevent method (open circles), three-subevent where V4 is determined in subevent a or c (open boxes), and three-subevent where V4 is determined in 
subevent b (diamonds) according to Eq. (8). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.




Fig. 9. The ac2{3} in 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV (left panel) and 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV (right panel) in p+Pb collisions. In each panel, they are compared between standard method 
(solid circles), two-subevent method (open circles), three-subevent where V4 is determined in subevent a or c (open boxes), and three-subevent where V4 is determined in 
subevent b (diamonds) according to Eq. (8). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
of a large residual non-flow bias. In contrast, the differences of 
v3 between the direct Fourier transform and the template fit are 
much smaller in the p+Pb and the Pb+Pb collisions, except in the 
very low (Ncb) region. Therefore, the v3 values in p+Pb and Pb+Pb 
systems extracted from the template fit procedure are expected to 
be less affected by the dijets.
Appendix B. Effects of flow decorrelations in the subevent 
cumulant methods
As discussed in Section 8, the differences between the stan­
dard method and subevent methods for ac2{3} can be partially at­
tributed to longitudinal flow decorrelations [38,41]. Since subevent 
methods correlate flow vectors obtained from different n regions, 
the influence of decorrelations can be studied by comparing dif­
ferent variants of the three-subevent method. Th is comparison is 
carried out using asymmetric cumulant ac2 = (V 2 V 4), however, 
the statistical precision of scn,m{4} is not sufficient for such com­
parison.
The three-subevent method uses flow vectors from three 
subevents a, b and c, covering -2.5 < na < -2.5/3, |nb I < 2.5/3 
and 2.5/3 < nc < 2.5, and have three independent definitions for 
asymmetric cumulant: ac2’b|c{3}, ac„c|a{3} and aca,c|b{3}. Because 
of symmetry between subevents a and c, ac2’b|c{3} and ac„c|a{3} 
measure the same physics, and are therefore averaged into a single 
result, denoted as ac2’b|c or b,c|a{3}. Fig. 8 compares the two three- 
subevent results with results for the standard and two-subevent 
methods. The results based on various subevent methods show 
a small decrease with (Nch) in the (Nch) < 50 region, reflect­
ing a modest contribution from non-flow. On the other hand, 
all the subevent-based results increase gradually with (Nch) for 
(Nch) > 50, reflecting a dominant contribution from flow.
Fig. 8 shows that the values of ac“’c|b{3} = [y 2,aV4 b V2,<J are 
larger than ac2’blc or b,c|2{3} at larger (Nch) region. This is because 
the subevent for V4 is in between the two subevents used to 
calculate V 2. This configuration has much smaller decorrelation ef­
fects [41]. For ac2’b|corb,c|2{3}, the two subevents for V2 are on the 
same side of the subevent for V4, leading to larger decorrelation 
effects. Interestingly, such configuration gives results that are very 
similar to those from the two-subevent method. Figs. 9 and 10 
show the results for the p+Pb and pp collisions, respectively. Sim­
ilar observations as in Pb+Pb collisions can be made, although in 
pp collisions the results from the two-subevent method are larger 
than those obtained with the three-subevent method, due to sig­
nificant non-flow contribution even in the large (Nch ) region.
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Fig. 10. The ac2{3} in 0.3 < pt < 3 GeV (left panel) and 0.5 < pt < 5 GeV (right panel) in pp collisions. In each panel, they are compared between standard method (solid 
circles), two-subevent method (open circles), three-subevent where V4 is determined in subevent a or c (open boxes), and three-subevent where V4 is determined in 
subevent b (diamonds) according to Eq. (8). The error bars and shaded boxes represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
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